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This paper discusses measurements on the stabilization of single bunches with second order chromaticity
(Q00) in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Q00 introduces an incoherent betatron tune spread
which can produce Landau damping of transverse instabilities. Although the resulting stabilizing effect is
similar to that provided by Landau octupoles, the underlying beam dynamics are different. Since the tune
spread from Q00 is based on the longitudinal rather than the transverse action of the particles, it will not be
affected by the smaller transverse emittance beams of future machines, such as the High Luminosity LHC
or the Future Circular Collider, and may hence provide more efficient Landau damping than magnetic
octupoles. This study serves as a proof-of-principle experiment to demonstrate Landau damping from
detuning with longitudinal action by means of Q00 in a carefully prepared and well-understood accelerator
environment. The agreement between measurements and PyHEADTAIL tracking simulations shows that Q00

indeed contributes to the beam stability, that the numerical model of the LHC is accurate, and that the
involved beam dynamics mechanisms are understood from both the single- and multiparticle effects points
of view. The results also serve as a first experimental validation of the recently proposed radio frequency
quadrupole for Landau damping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Landau damping is a powerful stabilizing mechanism and
is commonly employed to mitigate transverse collective
instabilities in particle colliders [1,2]. The mechanism is
present when there is an incoherent spread in the betatron
tunesQx;y of the particles in the beam. The spread is a result
of machine nonlinearities often introduced by design
through dedicated elements. In the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), magnetic octupoles are installed to produce an
incoherent tune spread that depends on the transverse actions
of the particles [3–5]. These Landau octupoles are exten-
sively used for beam stabilization during LHC operation, in
particular, to suppress impedance-driven head-tail instabil-
ities before the beams are brought into collision [6,7].
Recently, the design and working principle of a radio

frequency (rf) quadrupole has been published, including a
numerical analysis of its stabilizing effect [8–10]. Unlike
Landau octupoles, an rf quadrupole generates a betatron
tune spread depending on the longitudinal rather than the

transverse actions. This approach provides potentially a
more effective means for stabilization of the beams of
future, high-energy hadron colliders. The reason is that
Landau octupoles will be less effective for smaller transverse
emittance beams because of the reduced transverse action
spreads [10]. The longitudinal action spread, on the other
hand, remains of the same order of magnitude, and hence the
betatron detuning with an rf quadrupole can be very effective
[8,10]. For example, the high luminosity upgrade of the LHC
will operate with beams with a ratio of 10−4 between the
one-sigma transverse and longitudinal emittances at 7 TeV
[11]. For the Future Circular Collider, this number becomes
another 10–100 times smaller at the top energy (50 TeV),
reducing further the effect of Landau octupoles [12]. It is
thus advisable to explore alternative methods that could
provide Landau damping in future machines.
The second order chromaticity Q00

x;y ¼ ∂2Qx;y=∂δ2jδ¼0,
where δ ¼ dp=p is the relative momentum error, generates
an incoherent betatron tune spread as a function of
longitudinal action in the same manner as the rf quadrupole
as will be derived in this paper. Indeed, it can be shown that
the detuning introduced by Q00 mimics the effect of the rf
quadrupole in a first approximation. The advantage of
second order chromaticity is that it can be introduced in
an existing machine like the LHC without the need for
installing new hardware, for example, by powering the
different families of the main sextupoles in a specific
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configuration. Despite the optics constraints which can
limit the achievable dynamic range of Q00, second order
chromaticity still provides a practical and cost-effective
way for a first experimental verification of the stabilizing
effect expected from an rf quadrupole cavity.
The main objective of this paper is to present a proof-of-

principle experiment that confirms the stabilizing effect of
transverse detuning with longitudinal amplitude and to
validate the beam dynamics models. The observations made
in LHC experiments on single-bunch stability with Q00 will
be used to demonstrate that second order chromaticity has a
stabilizing effect and that the main beam dynamics effects
are understood and correctly modeled in numerical simu-
lation codes such as MAD-X and PyHEADTAIL, from both
the single- and the multiparticle dynamics points of view
[13,14]. Section II briefly summarizes the detuning mech-
anisms for Q00 and the rf quadrupole and shows the
equivalence of the two approaches in a first approximation.
Section III describes the production scheme for Q00 and the
definition of two dedicated knobs to power the LHC main
sextupole magnets in a specific configuration. This includes
numerical calculations and an analysis of undesired side
effects. Section IV discusses the characteristics of the single-
bunch head-tail mode in the LHC at the top energy (6.5 TeV)
and how this instability is routinely mitigated by means of
the Landau octupoles in the absence of the Q00 knobs. The
analysis is done using both experimental data and results
from the macroparticle tracking code PyHEADTAIL. It dem-
onstrates that the simulations successfully reproduce the
beam dynamics in the machine. Finally, Sec. V details the
observations made during dedicated measurements with
the Q00 knobs defined in Sec. III. Again by means of
PyHEADTAIL simulations, the involved beam dynamics
mechanisms are clearly identified and understood. Among
others, the differences between stabilizing the single bunch
with Landau octupoles or with Q00 become evident.

II. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The purpose of this section is twofold: first, to show that
the incoherent betatron detuning produced by Q00 depends
on the longitudinal action of the particles and, second, to
briefly review the tune spread introduced by an rf quadru-
pole and to prove that it is equivalent to Q00 in a first
approximation.

A. Incoherent tune spread from Q00

Given a machine lattice with first and second order
chromaticities Q0

x;y and Q00
x;y, a particle i with a relative

momentum deviation of δi experiences a betatron tune shift:

ΔQi
x;yðδiÞ ¼ Q0

x;yδi þ
Q00

x;y

2
δ2i : ð1Þ

Since the particle undergoes synchrotron motion, its momen-
tum deviation varies over time and takes on values in the

interval ½−δ̂i; δ̂i�, where δ̂i is the maximum momentum
deviation amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation. By
consequence, ΔQi

x;y has an implicit time dependence, and
the effective incoherent detuning of the particle is given by
the time average hΔQi

x;y½δiðtÞ�it→∞, in analogy to detuning
with the transverse amplitude from magnetic octupoles [5].
Assuming linear synchrotron motion

δiðtÞ ¼ δ̂i cos ðQsω0tþ ϕδ;iÞ;

where Qs is the synchrotron tune, ω0 the angular revolution
frequency, and ϕδ;i the constant synchrotron phase offset of
the particle, the calculation of the effective detuning becomes
straightforward. It is obtained by averaging Eq. (1) over one
synchrotron period Ts ¼ 2π=Qsω0:

hΔQi
x;yi ¼

Q00
x;yδ̂

2
i

2

1

Ts

Z
Ts

0

cos2ðQsω0tþ ϕδ;iÞdt

¼ Q00
x;yδ̂

2
i

4
: ð2Þ

This is equivalent to averaging for t → ∞ as described in
Ref. [5], given that Qs is not a rational number. δ̂2i can be
rewritten in terms of the longitudinal action Jiz of the particle,
δ̂2i ¼ 2JizQs=ηR, with η the slip factor and R the physical
radius of the accelerator ring. This leads to the final
expression

hΔQi
x;yi ¼

Q00
x;y

2

Qs

ηR
Jiz ≐ αx;yz Jiz; ð3Þ

where

αx;yz ¼ ∂hΔQi
x;yi=∂Jiz ¼ Q00

x;yQs=2ηR ð4Þ

is the longitudinal detuning coefficient, defined in analogy to
detuning with the transverse amplitude.
An approximate dispersion relation specifically for detun-

ing with longitudinal amplitude has been derived by Berg
and Ruggiero [15]. Their work shows that the incoherent
tune spread leads to an increase of the stable region in the
complex tune space ReðΔQcohÞ vs −ImðΔQcohÞ in equiv-
alence to Landau damping from magnetic octupoles. Here
ΔQcoh denotes the complex coherent tune shift that char-
acterizes a particular head-tail instability. The real part is
given by the tune shift of the bunch centroid oscillation with
respect to the unperturbed tune of the unstable synchrotron
sideband. The imaginary part corresponds to the exponential
growth rate of the amplitude of the bunch centroid motion.
Two incoherent tune distributions and their corresponding
stability diagrams are shown in the upper and lower plot in
Fig. 1, respectively, one for positive (blue) and one for
negative (red) Q00, respectively. An azimuthal mode zero
head-tail instability was assumed for computing the stability
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diagrams. The way to read the plots is that all the head-tail
instabilities with an unperturbed coherent tune shift, i.e.,
measured in the absence of any tune spread, situated below
the line traced out by the stability diagram will be Landau
damped. The asymmetry of the stable regions for the two
signs of Q00 is a result of the strictly one-sided detuning
[see Eq. (3)].
It is worth noting that the average detuning in Eq. (2)

contains only the term with Q00
x;y. The first order chroma-

ticity does not contribute to the effective tune spread and,
hence, does not introduce Landau damping. It does,
however, change the effective impedance, i.e., the overlap
sum between the beam spectrum and the impedance, and
can hence modify the head-tail instability mechanism. As
such, it can, for example, be used to raise the transverse
mode coupling instability threshold [2]. A similar change
of the effective impedance is also observed for Q00

x;y, in the
theory, simulations, and experiments (see also Sec. V). This
effect often plays an important role in addition to the
Landau damping.

B. Equivalence to an rf quadrupole

A particle i that is subject to the transverse kicks from
an rf quadrupole experiences a change of the betatron
tunes [8,10]:

ΔQi
x;y ¼ �βx;y

bð2Þ

4πB0ρ
cos

�
ωzi
βc

þ ϕ0

�
: ð5Þ

βx;y are the transverse beta functions at the location of the
device, bð2Þ is the rf quadrupolar integrated gradient in units
of (Tm/m), B0ρ denotes the magnetic rigidity of the beam,
ω is the angular frequency of the rf quadrupole field, zi is
the longitudinal position of the particle measured with
respect to the zero crossing of the main rf voltage, β and c
denote the relativistic beta and the speed of light, respec-
tively, and ϕ0 is a constant phase offset that determines the
mode of operation of the rf quadrupole.
In Ref. [10], the authors show that if the wavelength of

the rf wave is much larger than the bunch length σz, i.e.,
ωσz=βc ≪ 1, the effective tune spread provided by an rf
quadrupole cavity (for ϕ0 ¼ 0) reads

hΔQi
x;yi≈ ∓ βx;y

bð2Þ

8πB0ρ

�
ω

βc

�
2 ηR
Qs

Jiz ≐ α̃x;yz Jiz; ð6Þ

where α̃x;yz has been defined as the longitudinal detuning
coefficient for an rf quadrupole

α̃x;yz ¼∓ βx;y
bð2Þ

8πB0ρ

�
ω

βc

�
2 ηR
Qs

; ð7Þ

in analogy to αx;yz for detuning from Q00
x;y in Eq. (3).

Equations (3) and (6) manifestly show the equivalence
of Q00 and the rf quadrupole given the approximation
ωσz=βc ≪ 1. Therefore, the betatron detuning introduced,
respectively, by Q00 and an rf quadrupole is generated
according to the same mechanism, and the effects on the
beam dynamics are directly comparable. This makes Q00 a
suitable tool for a first, cost-effective, experimental vali-
dation of the stabilizing effect from an rf quadrupole and
also allows us to thoroughly benchmark the numerical
models with beam measurements.

III. Q00 IN THE LHC

This section is split into three parts and contains
information about how to generate and measure Q00 in
the LHC. First, the sextupole powering scheme used to
generate Q00 is analyzed by means of the LHC MAD-X
model. Second, the detuning with the transverse amplitude
introduced by the sextupoles is discussed and compared
to the LHC Landau octupoles. The latter is a side effect
that needs to be included in the study to decouple the
different stabilizing mechanisms that are involved. Finally,
the higher order chromaticity measurement method is
explained and illustrated with example data.

A. Q00 production scheme

The second order chromaticity is an energy-dependent
aberration that is defined primarily by the integral of the

FIG. 1. Incoherent tune distributions (top) and normalized
stability diagrams (bottom) for detuning with the longitudinal
amplitude from Q00 < 0 (red, solid line) or Q00 > 0 (blue, dashed
line), respectively, computed employing the formalism described
in Ref. [15].
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terms β0x;yðδÞk1, β0x;yðδÞDxk2, andD2
xk3 around the machine

lattice [16,17]. k1, k2, and k3 are the quadrupolar, sextu-
polar, and octupolar strengths, respectively, β0x;y ¼
∂βx;y=∂δ is the first derivative of the beta function with
respect to the relative momentum deviation, andDx denotes
the horizontal dispersion function. In the LHC, the main
sextupoles (MS) are grouped into focusing (SF) and
defocusing (SD) families, installed, respectively, at focus-
ing and defocusing quadrupoles in the lattice. SF and SD
are further divided into two interleaved subfamilies sepa-
rated by a phase advance of approximately π. They are
called ðF1; F2Þ and ðD1; D2Þ, respectively. Each of the four
families can be individually powered for each of the eight
sectors of the LHC. With this sextupole scheme, β0x;yðδÞ can
be enhanced to correct, or introduce, Q00

x;y without affecting
the first order chromaticity Q0

x;y. This is achieved by
varying the strengths of the two subfamilies with opposite
signs for both SF and SD separately in all the sectors u ∈
f1; 2;…; 7; 8g of the machine:

SF∶ Δku2;F1
¼ þbuFΔF; Δku2;F2

¼ −buFΔF;

SD∶ Δku2;D1
¼ þbuDΔD; Δku2;D2

¼ −buDΔD: ð8Þ

The absolute change of the sextupole strength ΔFðDÞ is the
same for all the SF (SD) in the lattice, but the families in
each sector are powered with a different sign denoted by
buFðDÞ. With the definitions in Eq. (8), the absolute value of

Q00
x;y depends quadratically on the sextupolar strength, i.e.,

jQ00
x;yj ∝ Δ2

F;D [16,17]. By choosing the signs buF;D carefully
for each sector, one can define a set of almost orthogonal
knobs to change Q00 towards positive or negative values in
the two beams and for both planes independently. For the
experiment in the LHC, the goal is to define a sextupole
scheme that produces a large negative second order
chromaticity in both transverse planes. The choice is based
on the fact that the real part of the coherent tune shifts for
the most unstable head-tail modes in the LHC is negative
[10,18]. This is a result of the inductive nature of the
collimator impedances which are the main contributors to
the effective impedance at the top energy [18]. The stability
diagrams displayed in the lower part in Fig. 1 demonstrate
that in this case negative provides more effective Landau
damping than positive Q00.
The best powering scheme to generate a significant

amount of negative second order chromaticity for the
LHC optics configuration used at the top energy has been
determined by means of MAD-X/PTC [3,14,19]. The final
results are listed in Table I. The two sextupole knobs are
called QPPF and QPPD for the focusing and the defocusing
sextupole families, respectively. The maximum possible
variation in the sextupole strengths is given by Δmax

F;D

together with the corresponding amounts of Q00
x and Q00

y

expected from MAD-X calculations for both beam 1 and

beam 2. The values illustrate that the QPPF and QPPD
knobs mainly produce Q00 in the horizontal and the vertical
planes, respectively. The quadratic dependence of the
second order chromaticity on the strength of the knobs
is further illustrated by Fig. 2 for both beams and the two
transverse planes. The plots also clearly demonstrate that
the Q00 in the horizontal and the vertical planes can be
controlled independently.

TABLE I. Definition of the sextupole powering schemes used
to introduce Q00

x;y < 0 in the LHC at the top energy. For each of
the two knobs QPPF and QPPD, the maximum strengths are
listed together with the corresponding amounts of Q00 predicted
by MAD-X in the two beams (B) and planes.

Knob B bð1;2;…;7;8Þ
F;D Δmax

F;D (m−3) 10−4Q00
x 10−4Q00

y

QPPF 1 ++−+−+−− 0.30 −15.0 −0.2
2 −++−++++ 0.30 −14.1 0.1

QPPD 1 −+++−+++ 0.28 −0.1 −8.9
2 −−−++−−+ 0.28 −0.1 −4.3

FIG. 2. Q00 predicted by MAD-X for the two beams (B1 and B2)
for the horizontal (H) and the vertical (V) planes as a function of
the QPPF (top) and QPPD (bottom) sextupole knobs, respectively.
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B. Detuning with transverse amplitude

Powering the main sextupoles with the scheme described
in the previous section not only introduces Q00 but also
creates non-negligible transverse detuning coefficients
αmn ¼ ∂Qm=∂ð2JnÞ, with m; n ∈ fx; yg [20]. They give
rise to detuning with transverse amplitude and hence
Landau damping in the same manner as from magnetic
octupoles [4]:

ΔQxðJx; JyÞ ¼ αxx2Jx þ αxy2Jy;

ΔQyðJx; JyÞ ¼ αyy2Jy þ αyx2Jx; ð9Þ

where the cross-detuning coefficients are identical, i.e.,
αxy ¼ αyx. For the studies presented here, the additional
detuning with the transverse amplitude is an undesired
side effect. After all, the goal is to show that the beam
stabilization happens as a result predominantly of detuning
with the longitudinal amplitude. The additional transverse
detuning coefficients complicate the process of determining
the actual origin of the Landau damping, i.e., whether it is
mostly a result of detuning with the transverse or longi-
tudinal amplitude. However, as long as the amount of
transverse amplitude detuning from the sextupoles is small
enough, the two effects can be clearly disentangled by
means of tracking simulations (see Sec. V B).
Figure 3 illustrates the amount of detuning with the

transverse amplitude introduced by the two sextupole
knobs QPPF (left) and QPPD (middle), respectively. The
results have been obtained with MAD-X and PTC calcula-
tions. Clearly, QPPF introduces mainly αxx and αxy, while
QPPD gives rise mostly to αyy. The results are shown only
for beam 1, but they are similar for beam 2. For compari-
son, also the detuning coefficients introduced by the LHC
Landau octupoles are shown in the figure (right). The latter
are subdivided into a focusing and a defocusing family,
depending on whether they are installed near the focusing
or defocusing quadrupoles, respectively. During machine
operation, both families are powered with the same

absolute current but with opposite signs. For the plot
presented here, positive focusing and negative defocusing
currents are used. The symbol Ioct corresponds to the
current in the focusing family throughout the paper.

C. Q00 measurement method

To measure the amount of Q00 present in the LHC, a
sinusoidal frequency modulation is applied to the main rf
system of the machine. This results in a variation of the
momentum deviation dp=p of the beam, as illustrated by the
top plot in Fig. 4. Because of chromaticity, such a modu-
lation translates into time-varying betatron tunes Qx;yðtÞ
which can be determined from the base-band tune meter
measurement (BBQ) [21]. The middle plot in Fig. 4 shows
an example of horizontal BBQ spectral data. The fractional
tune values qx are obtained from the BBQ turn-by-turn
measurement with a sliding window frequency analysis
using SUSSIX [22]. Several synchrotron sidebands as well
as some noise lines can be seen (yellow). To eliminate
systematic errors in the measurement ofQ00, one synchrotron
sideband must be selected consistently throughout the
modulation period as illustrated by the overlaid red markers.
To extract the first and second order chromaticities, the
selected tune values are then binned with respect to dp=p,
and a weighted second order polynomial fit of Q vs dp=p
is applied. The result is shown in the bottom plot in Fig. 4.
The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the
mean calculated during the binning process.
The main reason for choosing this method is that it

provides a fast measurement of the nonlinear chromaticity.
Modulation windows of about 60 s contain enough data to
obtain a satisfying result. While usually optics measure-
ments at the LHC are performed with a bunch of only
1010 p, here the measurement had to be done with bunches
of 10 times larger intensities because of time constraints.
As a result of the larger bunch charge, the reach in dp=p is
limited to about �3 × 10−4 (restricted dynamic aperture),
implying a reduced accuracy of the measurement. At these
values of dp=p, the sensitivity of the betatron tunes to the

FIG. 3. MAD-X calculation of the transverse amplitude detuning coefficients introduced by the two sextupole knobs QPPF (left) and
QPPD (middle) and, for comparison, by the LHC Landau octupoles (right).
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higher orders of chromaticity is relatively low. Hence, in
particular, for values ofQ00 close to zero, the relative error on
the second order chromaticity measurement becomes signifi-
cant. Furthermore, the widths of the peaks in the frequency
spectra,which are particularly large in thepresence of the tune
spread created by a strong powering of the Landau octupoles,
contribute to the uncertainty of the fits as do the noise lines.
The Landau octupoles were required during some of the
measurements to guarantee beam stability and to determine
their contribution to Q00. The noise is a result mostly of the
high bunch intensity used during the measurement.

IV. LHC SINGLE-BUNCH STABILITY
AT TOP ENERGY

This section introduces the single-bunch instability in the
LHC observed at 6.5 TeV. The most unstable head-tail

mode is characterized and its mitigation with the Landau
octupoles is explained using both experimental data and
PyHEADTAIL simulations.

A. Instability characteristics

In 2016, a campaign was launched in the LHC to
measure the single-bunch stability thresholds at different
chromaticities [6,23]. At an energy of 6.5 TeV, with design
bunch parameters, Q0

x;y between 11 and 14 units, and in the
presence of the transverse feedback system with a damping
time of τfb ≈ 100 turns, the most prominent transverse
instability was found to be a horizontal head-tail mode
with azimuthal and radial numbers l ¼ 0 and m ¼ 2,
respectively. The upper plot in Fig. 5 shows the corre-
sponding head-tail pattern acquired with the LHC head-tail
monitor during the measurement [24]. Using a detailed
impedance model of the LHC and a simplified model of the
transverse feedback system, macroparticle tracking simu-
lations with PyHEADTAIL predict the same instability as
observed in the machine with the correct azimuthal and
radial mode numbers. The corresponding head-tail mode
pattern is displayed in the lower plot in Fig. 5 and is in good
agreement with the pattern observed during the measure-
ment. The main beam, machine, and simulation parameters
used for the study are summarized in Table II.

B. Instability mitigation with Landau octupoles

During routine machine operation, this instability is
mitigated by means of the Landau octupoles. During the
measurement campaign, the minimum Landau octupole
current required to suppress the instability was determined
to Ioct ¼ 96þ29

−10 A for the beam and machine parametersFIG. 4. Top: Variation of the momentum deviation of the beam
as a result of the rf frequency modulation. Middle: Horizontal
base band tune meter (BBQ) spectral data acquired during
momentum modulation, overlaid with the selected SUSSIX tune
peaks (red markers). Bottom: Weighted second order polynomial
fit (blue line) to the data (red).

FIG. 5. Head-tail mode patterns from LHC measurements
(top) and simulations (bottom) for a single bunch at the top
energy (6.5 TeV).
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listed in Table II [6]. The upper error corresponds to the
step size used for the scan in the Landau octupole current
which was performed from high to low. The lower error
originates from the uncertainty in the transverse emittance
measurement.
The Landau damping from the octupole magnets in the

LHC is mainly due to the incoherent tune spread from
detuning with the transverse amplitude. However, there is
also an indirect contribution of detuning with the longi-
tudinal amplitude from these magnets. As explained in
Sec. III A, Q00 has a contribution among others from the
integral of D2

xk3 around the accelerator ring. By conse-
quence, the LHC Landau octupoles located in dispersive
regions will introduce second order chromaticity with an
amount that depends linearly on the octupolar strength k3.
For this reason, the Q00 contribution from the Landau
octupoles was both measured and simulated for the given
optics configuration. For the measurement, the change of
Q00 was determined when increasing the Landau octupole
current from Ioct ¼ 40 A to Ioct ¼ 320 A. The measured
amounts of Q00 introduced per current are summarized in
Table III alongside MAD-X predictions. The values obtained
from the model are consistent with the measurements,
although the latter have rather large uncertainties due to the
limited sensitivity of the measurement method (see Sec. III
C). It is also worth noting that, in the absence of the Landau
octupoles, the Q00

x;y in the LHC is practically zero, both in
measurements and in MAD-X calculations. A comparison is
shown in Table IV.
To compare the measured stabilizing Landau octupole

current with model predictions, a scan in Ioct has been
performed in PyHEADTAIL, again using the parameters in

Table II. The contribution from the Landau octupoles to the
Q00 has also been included according to the values quoted in
Table III. The final results are summarized in Fig. 6. The
plot shows the instability growth rates in the horizontal and
the vertical planes as a function of the Landau octupole
current. They have been extracted from an exponential fit to
the bunch centroid motion. Clearly, with an increasing
current, i.e., more tune spread and hence more Landau
damping, the growth rates are reduced until the instability is
completely suppressed. The gray area marks the region
where the beam is stable over the entire simulation period
of Nt ¼ 5 × 105 turns. This is further illustrated by Fig. 7,
where the bunch centroid motion is shown over the
full simulation period for four different currents in the
Landau octupoles. The stabilizing current lies at Ioct ¼
107.5� 2.5 A. At this value, the Landau octupoles con-
tribute to second order chromaticity with ΔQ00

x ≈ 5000 and
ΔQ00

y ≈ −2400, respectively.
The model predicts a threshold current that is consistent

with the measurement in the machine, which demonstrates
that the main beam dynamics are well modeled in
PyHEADTAIL. In particular, the reliability of the LHC
impedance model for single-bunch instabilities is con-
firmed for the operational machine configuration at

TABLE II. Main parameters used in PyHEADTAIL to reproduce
the LHC experimental machine setup at 6.5 TeV.

Parameter Symbol Value

Beam energy E 6.5 TeV
Bunch intensity Nb 1.2 × 1011 p
Transverse normalized emittance ϵx;y 2.0 μm rad
Bunch length 4σt 1.20 ns
Chromaticity Q0

x;y 13
Transverse feedback system τfb 100 turns
Number of macroparticles Nmp 106

Number of turns Nt 5 × 105 turns

TABLE III. MAD-X calculations vs measurements of second
order chromaticity introduced by the Landau octupoles per
current for the two LHC beams (B).

ΔQ00
x=ΔIoctð1=AÞ ΔQ00

y=ΔIoctð1=AÞ
B Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

1 49 57� 20 −23 2� 27
2 48 43� 22 −21 −7� 28

TABLE IV. MAD-X calculations vs measurements of second
order chromaticity at 6.5 TeV for the two LHC beams (B) and at
zero Landau octupole current for operational machine settings.

10−4Q00
x 10−4Q00

y

B Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

1 0.0 0.0� 0.2 0.0 0.0� 0.2
2 0.0 0.0� 0.2 0.0 0.0� 0.2

FIG. 6. PyHEADTAIL simulations showing the stabilization of a
single bunch with Landau octupoles in the LHC at 6.5 TeV.
Centroid growth rates vs Landau octupole current are shown,
with the gray area indicating the cases that were stable over
Nt ¼ 5 × 105 turns (compare Fig. 7).
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6.5 TeV, which will also be used in the following for the
stability studies with second order chromaticity.

V. LHC SINGLE-BUNCH STABILITY
STUDIES WITH Q00

This section discusses the experiments and simulations
carried out with Q00 in the LHC. The experimental
procedure and the observations made during the machine
development session are described and explained using
PyHEADTAIL simulations. The aim of the section is to
demonstrate stabilization of single bunches through
Landau damping predominantly from detuning with the
longitudinal rather than the transverse amplitude in both
experiments and simulations.

A. Experimental procedure and observations

The experiment was performed with two bunches in each
of the two LHC beams at an energy of 6.5 TeV. The main
parameters of the four individual bunches, i.e., the bucket
number (Bkt), bunch intensity (Nb), four-sigma bunch
length (4σt), and the transverse normalized emittances
(ϵx;y), are listed in Table V. Because of the presence of
the transverse bunch-by-bunch feedback system as well as
the large longitudinal separation of the two bunches in each
beam, coupled-bunch wakefield effects can be neglected.
At the beginning of the experiment, the Landau octupoles

were powered with a current of Ioct ¼ 320 A to guarantee
beam stability. To test stabilization with Q00, the aim was to
set QPPF and QPPD such that Q00

x;y ≈ −4 × 104 in both
beams once the current in the Landau octupoles would be
reduced to zero. Because of the strong current, the addi-
tional contribution to the second order chromaticity from
the Landau octupoles in dispersive regions was significant
and, hence, had to be taken into account during the Q00
adjustment process. At the initial current of Ioct ¼ 320 A,
for example, they were ΔQ00

x≈1.5×104 and ΔQ00
y≈−0.7×

104 according to Table III. To introduce the desired amount
of Q00, several iterations were made by varying the sextu-
pole knobs QPPF and QPPD, remeasuring Q00, and com-
paring the results to MAD-X calculations.
Once the targeted sextupole settings were reached, the

current in the Landau octupoles was reduced in steps of
40 A from 320 down to 0 A. At Ioct ¼ 40 A, all four
bunches were still stable. This already indicated a success-
ful stabilizing effect from Q00

x;y, recalling that Ioct¼96þ29
−10 A

was necessary to control the instability without second
order chromaticity. At this point, a chromaticity measure-
ment was performed, since the effect from the Landau
octupoles was small enough to allow for an accurate
assessment of Q00. The values are summarized in
Table VI and compared to MAD-X calculations after the
subtraction of the remaining contribution from the Landau
octupoles (ΔQ00

x ≈ 1.9 × 103 and ΔQ00
y ≈ −0.9 × 103).

They demonstrate good agreement and a successful adjust-
ment procedure for Q00 in the machine. The amount of
second order chromaticity was consistent with the targeted
−4 × 104 units in three out of four planes, while it was, in
absolute terms, slightly lower than expected in the hori-
zontal plane of beam 2.
When the Landau octupole current was reduced further,

from 40 to 0 A, a horizontal instability occurred in beam 1
for the bunch residing in bucket 700, while the other three
bunches remained stable. The reasons will be discussed in
Sec. V B. For the unstable bunch, the observed head-tail
instability was an azimuthal mode l ¼ −1. The top right
plot in Fig. 8 displays the turn-by-turn traces acquired with
the LHC head-tail monitor for the unstable bunch. It shows
a pattern with three nodes, indicating a radial mode m ¼ 3.
The characteristics of this instability are clearly different

FIG. 7. Horizontal bunch centroid signals over the full PyHEAD-
TAIL simulation period for a selection of four different Landau
octupole currents for the single-bunch head-tail instability ob-
served in the LHC at 6.5 TeV.

TABLE V. Initial bunch parameters of the four individual
bunches in the two beams (B) residing in different buckets
(Bkt) while performing the experiments with Q00.

B Bkt Nb (1011 p) 4σt (ns) ϵx (μm rad) ϵy (μm rad)

1 0 0.91� 0.01 1.04� 0.02 1.5� 0.2 1.8� 0.2
700 1.08� 0.01 1.06� 0.02 1.9� 0.1 1.7� 0.1

2 30 0.92� 0.01 1.04� 0.02 1.2� 0.1 1.5� 0.1
740 1.14� 0.01 1.06� 0.02 1.2� 0.1 1.3� 0.1

TABLE VI. Q00 MAD-X calculations vs measurements for the
two LHC beams (B) with powering of the main sextupoles (MS)
at zero Landau octupole current after the Q00 adjustment pro-
cedure targeting an amount of Q00

x;y ¼ −4 × 104 units in both
beams.

MS (m−3) 10−4Q00
x 10−4Q00

y

B QPPF QPPD Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

1 0.15 0.19 −3.8 −4.4� 0.6 −3.9 −4.0� 0.6
2 0.15 0.26 −3.7 −3.1� 0.5 −3.7 −3.7� 0.6
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from those described in Sec. IVA, where an azimuthal
mode l ¼ 0 with two nodes in the head-tail pattern was
recorded (Fig. 8, top left). The main difference with respect
to the situation in the previous section is the large amount
of Q00

x;y that was now present in the machine. The reasons
for the change of the head-tail mode are explained with
PyHEADTAIL simulations in the following Sec. V B.

B. PyHEADTAIL simulations and interpretation

There are three main goals for the simulation studies:
(i) whether the stabilization of three out of four bunches is
indeed a result of mostly detuning with the longitudinal
amplitude, or whether it could have been provided by the
transverse detuning coefficients αmn, with m; n ∈ fx; yg,
introduced parasitically by the QPPF and QPPD knobs,
(ii) to understand why one of the four bunches became
unstable, and (iii) why the observed head-tail mode with
nonzeroQ00 knobs is now an azimuthal mode l ¼ −1 rather
than an l ¼ 0 as originally observed in Sec. IVA.
At the experimental working point QPPF ¼ 0.15 m−3

and QPPD ¼ 0.19 m−3 (beam 1), the transverse detuning
coefficients generated by the sextupoles are comparable to
LHC Landau octupole currents of Ioct ≈ 50 A (αxx),
Ioct ≈ 20 A, (αyy) and Ioct ≈ 30 A (αxy), respectively (com-
pare Fig. 3). They are all well below the above-mentioned
single-bunch stability threshold of Ioct ¼ 96þ29

−10 A, which
indicates that an important contribution to beam stability
must have been provided by Q00. To understand the
horizontal instability observed in one of the bunches,
however, simulation studies were required. Optics results
from MAD-X, among them the dependencies ofQ00

x;y and the
transverse detuning coefficients on the QPPF and QPPD
knobs, displayed in Figs. 2 and 3, are also included in
PyHEADTAIL such that both the stabilizing effects from
detuning with the transverse and longitudinal amplitudes

are modeled. In all the studies, the Landau octupoles are
switched off to reproduce the situation of the experiment at
Ioct ¼ 0 A where the bunch became unstable. The bunch
parameters are taken from the measurements in Table V for
the bunch in beam 1, bucket 700. Nmp ¼ 4 × 105 macro-
particles are tracked over Nt ¼ 1.8 × 106 turns using again
the same impedance model of the LHC.
In a first set of simulations, the tune spread from Q00 is

deliberately excluded. This is to assess whether the spread
from the transverse detuning coefficients alone, which is
introduced parasitically by the QPPF and QPPD knobs,
would be enough to provide stability at the working point
(QPPF ¼ 0.15 m−3, QPPD ¼ 0.19 m−3). The results are
summarized in the upper plots in Fig. 9 for the horizontal
(left) and the vertical (right) planes. The color code shows
the relative emittance growth over the simulation period (in
percent), where blue means stable and white means
unstable. The dots represent the azimuthal mode number
of the instability predicted for each setting of (QPPF, QPPD)
in case the bunch was unstable in the simulation. The two
working points labeled (a) and (b) show the situation with
and without the Q00 knobs and correspond to the exper-
imental machine configuration described in Secs. IVA and
VA, respectively. For the latter, the error bars correspond to
the uncertainty in theQ00

x;y listed in Table VI. Most of the area
is unstable, in particular, the working point (b) where the Q00
measurements of Sec. VA were carried out. This demon-
strates that the transverse detuning coefficients from the
sextupole knobs indeed do not provide sufficient Landau
damping. The experiment showed that three out of four
bunches remained stable, while the model predicts instability
with a large level of significance. Furthermore, the instability
predicted by the model is an azimuthal mode l ¼ 0 (green
dots) with two nodes in the head-tail pattern, which is not
consistent with the experimental observations made in the
machine at the working point (b). Rather, an azimuthal mode
l ¼ −1 with three nodes is what was observed experimen-
tally (Fig. 8, right).
The second set of simulations is shown in the two lower

plots in Fig. 9. This simulation now also includes the effects
from detuning with the longitudinal amplitude as intro-
duced by the second order chromaticity. Two main obser-
vations can be made. First, large regions of stability (blue)
are created in the QPPF vs QPPD plane. The two main
stable areas are separated by an unstable band in both the
horizontal and the vertical planes which shows a different
head-tail mode with an azimuthal number l ¼ −1 (red
dots). The reason for that is that second order chromaticity
changes the effective impedance, similarly to a first order
chromaticity. This effect is described by the Vlasov
formalism [2] and is currently under more detailed ana-
lytical study. It affects the complex coherent tune shift and
can also change the most unstable mode. The bottom plots
in Fig. 9 are hence a combination of a change in effective
impedance and Landau damping, both introduced by Q00.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the two modes observed in the machine
(top) and in PyHEADTAIL simulations (bottom) without (left) and
with (right) the effects from Q00. They correspond to the working
points labeled (a) and (b), respectively (compare Fig. 9).
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The first unstable band observed at low values of QPPF
(QPPD) is the azimuthal mode zero (green dots), consistent
with the experimental measurements described in
Sec. IVA. The stable region between the two unstable
bands l ¼ 0 and l ¼ −1 arises from sufficient Landau
damping of both modes. The further increase of QPPF
(or QPPD), however, leads to a change of the effective
impedance, in a way that Landau damping is lost for the
l ¼ −1 mode. For even larger amounts of Q00, however, all
the instabilities can be suppressed. The second observation
is that the working point (b), although essentially stable,
lies very close to the unstable band of the l ¼ −1 mode.
Indeed, the experimental data clearly revealed the observed
horizontal instability to be of mode l ¼ −1. The LHC head-
tail monitor signal is in good agreement with the predic-
tions from simulations. Both of them feature a three-node
coherent oscillation pattern along the bunch as shown in
Fig. 8 on the right. Thus, the experiment and simulation
agree both in the azimuthal as well as the radial mode
numbers of the excited instability.
The simulation model cannot make a definite statement

about why only one of the four bunches became unstable
during the experiment. This is mostly due to the measure-
ment uncertainties in the bunch length, intensity, and
emittance and to some extent also due to the limited

accuracy of the impedance model and, therefore, the
uncertainty on the beam stability predictions from
PyHEADTAIL. A number of considerations can be made,
however, to better understand and explain the experimental
observations. First, the bunches in beam 1 and beam 2 do not
experience the same amount of Landau damping due to
different settings inQ00

x;y for the two beams (Table VI). While
this may explain why beam 1 and beam 2 behave differently,
it does not answer the question why the two bunches in beam
1 exhibit a different behavior. After all, they are both subject
to the same amount of second order chromaticity. The only
remaining obvious differences between the two bunches are
their transverse emittances and intensities listed in Table V.
The unstable bunch residing in bucket 700 had a slightly
larger horizontal emittance compared to the stable one
located in bucket 0 (1.9� 0.1 vs 1.5� 0.2 μm rad). The
vertical emittances, on the other hand, were identical within
the errors (1.7� 0.1 vs 1.8� 0.2 μm rad). As a result of the
larger horizontal emittance, the Landau damping introduced
by the parasitic transverse detuning coefficient αxx in the
horizontal plane is actually larger for the unstable bunch
compared to the stable one. However, the difference between
the emittances is minor, and, more importantly, the trans-
verse detuning coefficient is very small. It is clear from the
upper plots in Fig. 9 that the Landau damping from detuning
with the transverse amplitude is insignificant for the insta-
bility under consideration. The bunch intensities, on the
other hand, are the most likely explanation for the
differences observed in terms of bunch stability. The stable
bunch had a lower intensity of ð0.91� 0.01Þ × 1011 p
compared to ð1.08� 0.01Þ × 1011 p for the unstable one.
An impedance-driven instability is more difficult to be
stabilized for a bunch of higher intensity, since its complex
coherent tune shift is larger and more likely to lie outside the
stability diagram.
In summary, the experiments can be reproduced in

simulations only when including all the effects of second
order chromaticity in PyHEADTAIL. This concerns both
the Landau damping effect as well as the change of the
effective impedance, which manifests as a change of the
azimuthal and radial mode numbers. When including
the effects of the second order chromaticity in the model,
the observed head-tail modes are consistent with simula-
tions at both working points (a) and (b). Moreover, the
second order chromaticity is the main stabilizing effect,
while the contribution from detuning with the transverse
amplitude introduced by the sextupole knobs plays a minor
role here. The reason why one of the four bunches has
gone unstable during the experiment is explained by the
differences in bunch intensities as well as in the second
order chromaticities present in the two beams.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Detuning with the longitudinal amplitude is potentially
a usable technique to introduce Landau damping in the

FIG. 9. Two PyHEADTAIL studies showing the predicted head-
tail instabilities as a function of the sextupole knobs QPPF and
QPPD. Labels (a) and (b) mark the two working points used
during the experiments. Top: Results obtained without Q00

x;y
effects but including the transverse amplitude detuning coeffi-
cients from the sextupole knobs. Bottom: Results obtained
including also Q00

x;y effects.
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transverse planes, particularly for the high-brightness, low
transverse emittance beams of future hadron colliders
where conventional approaches, such as magnetic octu-
poles, may not provide a sufficient tune spread. Second
order chromaticity or an rf quadrupole cavity are two
possible ways to introduce a betatron tune spread as a
function of the longitudinal action, and it was shown
analytically that the two mechanisms are equivalent in a
first approximation. The second order chromaticity has the
advantage that it can be introduced in a machine like
the LHC by using the existing hardware and changing the
optics of the accelerator. In that way, it can be used to
experimentally study the stabilization from transverse
detuning with the longitudinal amplitude in a cost-effective
manner. The LHC represents an ideal accelerator environ-
ment for such a proof-of-principle experiment, as it is a
well-studied machine, in terms of both optics and collective
effects. Here, a sextupole powering scheme was employed
to control Q00 in both beams and the two transverse planes
independently. Beam measurements and MAD-X calcula-
tions show good agreement and demonstrate a thorough
control of the second order chromaticity in the LHC.
The single-bunch stability in the LHC at 6.5 TeV has

been recapped, and the stabilizing Landau octupole cur-
rents for the most unstable head-tail mode were shown to be
consistent between experiments and PyHEADTAIL simula-
tions. Based on the same machine configuration, experi-
ments have been performed to assess the stabilization of
single bunches with second order chromaticity. Beam
dynamics simulations clarify that detuning from the trans-
verse amplitude alone, introduced parasitically by the
sextupole knobs, cannot explain the observations made
in the machine. Clearly, Q00 makes a strong contribution
to the beam stability as demonstrated by the combined
analysis of the data and PyHEADTAIL simulations.
Furthermore, the second order chromaticity leads to a
change of the head-tail mode, which is expected from
the Vlasov theory and consistently observed in simulations
and experiments conducted here. This is due to a change of
the effective impedance introduced by chromaticity, and a
detailed analysis will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
With the present LHC beam parameters, the magnetic

octupoles provide enough Landau damping such that no
additional means are required. Nevertheless, the work on
beam stabilization from detuning with the longitudinal
amplitude will be continued. Future studies will, among
others, assess the effect of Q00 on the dynamic aperture
(beam lifetime), its potential for stabilization of, e.g.,
electron cloud-driven instabilities, and the evaluation of
variousQ00 production schemes. A step in that direction has
been made recently with a machine development session in
the LHC to address the aforementioned questions [25].
However, the scheme that was employed created a large
off-momentum beta beating around the ring and hence was
not machine-safe for multibunch operation. The offline

analysis showed, however, that this may be overcome by a
change of the off-momentum collimation scheme. On the
other hand, it may also be an indication of why an rf
quadrupole could be a better choice for Landau damping
from detuning with the longitudinal amplitude. Other than
Q00, it does not depend on optics constraints but works
instead as an independent device. The advantages and
disadvantages of both methods, however, need to be
evaluated in more detail, especially in terms of single-
particle effects (e.g., dynamic aperture and resonances).
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